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ABSTRACT

Yoga may be a good way to keep up this and even reach the elements we have a tendency to physically can’t. Yoga 
is after all well-known for it’s stretching. physical therapy is additionally well-known for stretching as a part of it’s 
approach to easing your condition. But the 2 approaches area unit terribly totally different. However that approach 
to stretching is simpler. With our in depth information of physical therapy and our increasing information of yoga 
we have a tendency to thought we’d pit the 2 against one another to visualize that discipline wins.
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INTRODUCTION

Yoga may be a ton quite associate exercise trend for the versatile 
of billfold and time, as therapist and yoga teacher Orla racquet 
explains. As a sort of exercise, she believes in it and explains 
precisely however it works. perhaps you’ve attended your initial few 
yoga categories this year. perhaps you’ve been in on the secrets for 
months or years. maybe you’re curious about your health and area 
unit intrigued to find out a lot of from a hired therapist. At this 
stage, everyone has detected concerning yoga. we have a tendency 
to area unit told it's the sort of exercise that’s reaching to facilitate 
loosen U.S.A. out. we have a tendency to might even suppose that 
it’s solely appropriate for versatile folks. trying around my category 
on a typical time period evening I see a carpenter, workplace 
employee, busy mum or pappa, engineer, college boy, doctor, bike 
look owner. there's not a typical person sitting on the mat able to 
be guided through a strength and quality yoga session. Health may 
be a meaninglessness at the instant. we have a tendency to area unit 
all turning into a lot of tuned in to our health and need the most 
effective for ourselves.

Physiological Benfits of Yoga

Practicing yoga exercises results in the involuntary nerve plexuses 
and also the system stimulation by associate increased pressure 
within the wall.

Thus, it's urged that yoga asanas improve the performance of the 
cardio-respiratory system enhance respiratory organ perform at the 
side of increased strength and endurance of metabolism muscles, 
resulting in increased diagnostic test (VC). It conjointly normalizes 
force per unit area and improves immunity, reduces rate (HR), rate 
of respiration (RR) and will increase red corpuscle volume. A big 
reduction within the quantity of atomic number 8 consumed with 
shrunken breath rate and increased breath volume has conjointly 
been found. Yoga can also can also decrease fatigue. A lot of 
exactly, Yoga "intervention" will increase regression of coronary 
malady arteriosclerosis, arterial sclerosis hardening of the arteries 
induration of the arteries, coronary-artery disease and coronary 
lesions in patients with severe arteria coronaria disease, while at 
the same time up heart muscle insertion. Yoga conjointly improves 
symptomatic standing, useful category and risk issue profile. Yoga-
postures, respiration techniques and Neti (cleaning of the nose) 
have a good significance in particularly in metabolism medical aid. 
Nadi Shodhana balances Prana and promotes a healthy metabolism 
perform. Back pain, stiffness and pain in joints area unit most 
often issues of my patients. observe of the Yoga Asanas provides 
the required vary of motions, keeps the muscles and connective 
tissues robust and versatile and improves the nourishment of 
joints. Yoga exercises area unit psychoneurotic exercises, that have 
a equalization influence on body and mind.


